which is much less than precedent aphid genome assemblies reported. I think the authors can mention this point in the manuscript. * Given the chromosome-level assembly, it is natural to ask which is the sex chromosome (X) among the four long scaffolds? (Aphid sex determination is XO system). Several labs identified X-linked genes in other aphids such as Acyrthosiphon pisum, which might be used to predict X chromosome of R. maidis. It would be great if the authors will include this analysis in the revised manuscript if possible. However, the identification of X chromosome might not be as straightforward as I expect; it's ok as is. I do not think lack of the X chromosome analysis should prevent publication and some researchers will address this issue in the future using the genome sequence described here. * p7: Contaminated contig detection: They just searched against NCBI nt database using BLASTN. It sounds a naive strategy. I recommend read coverage should be considered as well. Alternatively, sophisticated software such as BlobTools can be used for contamination detection. * p.9: Discussion on the gene numbers: The authors imply that the gene number difference among aphid species is associated with the genome size, but there are other possibilities. One of the likely causes is just the difference of gene prediction method between the genome projects. Actually, Thorpe and his colleagues reanalyzed 5 aphid genomes and annotated genes using the same pipeline and concluded that aphid genomes consistently encode similar gene numbers (P. Thorpe et al. 2018 GBE) . I do not intend to request the authors to reanalyze R. maidis gene models from scratch, which is a big deal, but I request careful editing of the text in this part of the manuscript. * p.10: Horizontal gene transfer detection: h score alone is not convincing. They mentioned " … manually checked for potential genome assembly errors …", but they did not mention the procedure and the criteria in detail. I still concern the possibility of the contamination. Regarding Data Set hosted in GigaScience FTP, I have some suggestions to add more data discussed in the manuscript. I list the specific suggestions as follows: * OrthoMCL ortholog table should be provided. * It would be great if CDS fasta could be provided. * It would be great if annotation files (InterPro search results and GO terms) were provided. They would be extremely useful for readers. # Minor issues * p3 anholocyclic: general audience (non-aphid researchers) may not be familiar with this word. It needs some explanation. * Table 1 : assembly size of R. maidis is described as 326.0 Mb â€" but I calculated the total length of the assembly from the downloaded data and found it 326,445,255 bp. * p7: … aligning the initial assembly to the Buchnera reference genome...: The authors should specify which Buchnera is. NC_002528.1 is Buchnera aphidicola of the pea aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisim). Also, they should cite the corresponding paper (Shigenobu et al. 2000 Nature). * p8: Secondary symbiont detection: They simply mentioned that they used BLAST. The details such as search parameters should be described. * p8: In Gene prediction section: … completed proteomes of A.pisum, A. glycine … : what are the sources of the proteome sequences? AphidBase or NCBI RefSeq? Sometimes the gene set of AphidBase and NCBI is different each other. Some typos:
